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Abstract 

This thesis is primarily focused on different energy efficient measures that can be taken 

on a building that is already built and the analysis of the effect that those measures could 

have on the environment due to changes in District Heating and electricity demand. 

In this purpose a building located in Sätra was taken as a model and it was modelled in 

the IDA software. Some reconstruction proposals has been modelled as well by IDA and 

one of them by Winsun. After modelling all of them, they were simulated and an energy 

survey is done. Thus, energy savings that each reconstruction would carry was obtained. 

Energy savings were in terms of District Heating and/or electricity.  

The building use as a model is private owned nowadays, it was purchased from 

Gavlegårdarna in 2009. Therefore, once all energy savings were obtained, an 

economical study was done for both cases, private building and public building. By this 

study it was analyzed if each reconstruction proposal is cost-effective for a private 

owner in the first case and for Gävle Municipality in the second case. The second case 

was analyzed in a different way as investment costs were not considered. For the first 

case all reconstruction proposals were analyzed while only three were studied for the 

second case. Results obtained showed that for the case in which the building is private 

owned only the installation of a 40kWp and 20kWp PV-system and, 200mm, 300mm 

and 400mm attic insulation would be cost-effective. Between two PV-systems the best 

option would be the 20kWp power installed PV-system. For the case of public building, 

among the reconstruction  options analyzed, both the addition of 200mm light insulation 

to the external wall and  400mm light insulation to the attic would be cost effective 

when the economical analysis consists of  both Gavlegårdarna and Gävle Energi. 

After the economic survey an environmental study was carried out. It was studied the 

effects that energy savings obtained have on the CO2 emissions of both District Heating 

and electricity generation. In this purpose, the DH generation of Gävle Energi and 

Northern Electricity Market were studied. Results obtained showed that highest CO2 

emissions reductions would be achieved by electricity savings. 



 

 

Finally, considering all analysis carried out it was concluded that the best reconstruction 

options would be the installation of a 20kWp PV-system followed by the option of 

adding 400mm insulation to the attic. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbol Description  Units 

   

U Overall heat transfer coefficient  [W/(m2 k)] 

Cp 
Specific heat capacity  [J/(kg k)] 

∆T Temperature difference  [k] 

Qtr 
Transmission losses  [W] 

Qnat vent 
Natural ventilation losses  [W] 

Qhot tap water Heat need to hot tap water  [W] 

Qint 
Internal heat  [W] 

Qradiation 
Heat due to solar radiation 
through the window 

 [W] 

Qspace heating 
Heat nedded for space heating  [W] 

COP Coefficient Of Performance  [-] 

Q Heating capacity  [W] 

W Active energy input  [W] 

ṁ Air mass flow  [kg/s] 

Qin 
Heat content in the exhaust air  [W] 
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1. Introduction 

Nowadays, with huge countries as China and India developing, the world is facing one 

of  its major problem related to energy, energy resources and environmental problems. 

The energy demand has increased since underdeveloped countries started developing 

due to the industrialization of those countries and the improve of the quality of life of 

their citizens. Thus, the need for electricity in emerging economies drives a 70% 

increase in worldwide demand, with coal based power generation for the case of China 

and India.1 

The   world total energy consumption in 2010 by fuel was 8677 Mtoe with 41% oil,  

9.8% Coal, 15.2% natural gas, 12.7% biofuels and waste, 3.4% others and 17.7% 

electricity. Thus, the world electricity generation in 2010 was 21.431 TWh with 40% 

generation based on coal, 5% oil and 22% natural gas among others. 

Due to these increase on energy demand and specially on  the energy consumption of 

coal, oil and natural gas, the CO2 emissions have been increasing during last years. 

Therefore, the world CO2 emissions from 1971 to 2010 by fuel (Mt of CO2) have 

increased from 15637 Mt of CO2 in1973 to 30326 Mt of CO2 in 2010. This CO2 

emissions in 2010 were emitted by coal (43%), oil (36%) and natural gas (21%).2  

Following the above, it is known that climate change is one of the greatest challenges 

facing the world. So, reversing the trend of increasing global greenhouse gas emissions 

within just a decade will require concerted measures from  all the countries of the world 

and specially from developed countries. 

That is why EU has an important and active role to play in this issue. Therefore, in 

March 2007, EU heads of state and government concluded the most ambitious set of 

                                                 

1
 International Energy Agency (iea): World energy outlook 2012 

2
 International Energy Agency (iea): Key world energy statistics 2012 
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climate and energy objectives ever adopted by a group of countries. Thus, the EU´s own 

emissions targets by 2020 are: 

• To reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 30 per cent within the framework of a 

global climate agreement, or by 20 per cent in the absence of an international 

agreement 

• To increase the proportion of  renewable energy to 20 per cent 

• To increase the proportion of renewable fuels to 10 per cent 

• To increase the efficiency of energy use by 20 per cent 

All these objectives were taken together with the aim of  meeting its kyoto Protocol. 3 

As Sweden is a member of EU platform  it will make its contribution to achieving the 

Union´s ambitious climate targets. Indeed, in order to meet the EU targets and maintain 

a leading role in climate and energy conversion, the Government is implementing a 

package of measures in the area of climate and energy. 

Sweden´s energy policy- and hence also the basis of Sweden´s climate policy- are build 

on the same three pillars as EU energy cooperation. Therefore, the policy aims to 

combine: ecological sustainability, competitiveness, and security of supply. Moreover, 

the Swedish Government objectives for the year 2020 are: 

• 50 per cent renewable energy 

• 10 per cent renewable energy in the transport sector 

• 20 per cent more efficient energy use 

• 40 per cent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions 

                                                 

3
 www.government.se (REGERINGSKANSLIET ,Government Offices of Sweden): Climate policy 
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Together with the above, Swedish government has a long-term vision of a sustainable 

and resource-efficient energy supply and no net emissions of greenhouse gases in the 

atmosphere by 2050. To achieve that, the strategy is based on three major pillars: 

heating, the transport system, and electricity.  

Considering heating long-term priority which is the one that influences this project, 

Swedish government has the aim of phasing out the use of fossil fuels by 2020.  To 

achieve this, significant improvements in energy efficiency should be made both in 

households and industry. In fact, district heating and cogeneration enable the use of 

energy that would otherwise be lost and as efficient use as possible of society´s energy 

resources.4 

Related to the above is the aim of this project. Different energy efficiency actions that 

can be taken in buildings are studied. In addition, the effects that these actions could 

have on the district heating system and on the electricity consumption have been 

studied. Also the results on the CO2 emissions both from the building itself and from 

the changes on the heating demand that affects the district heating system has been 

analyzed. Finally, the marginal production of electricity and the environmental effects of 

that are studied.   

To analyze all the above, a building from the housing program  implemented by 

Swedish government between 1965 and 1974  called "million-program" was taken as a 

model.  The building is situated in Sätra (Gävle) and as almost every building from this 

program, has big leakages which cause several heat loss problems. 

                                                 

4
 REGERINGSKANSLIET(2009-02-05): A sustainable energy and climate policy for the environment 
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Figure 1: The building modelled 

 

Figure 2: Geographical location of the building 

An effective way to analyze and solve the problem of building´s energy wasting is IDA 

which is the software used in this project. IDA is a dynamic multimode simulation 

application for accurate study of thermal indoor climate of individual zones as well as 

the energy consumption of the entire building (EQUA). 

This software allows the study of different measures that can be taken to make the 

building more efficient. Nevertheless, both economical and environmental aspect should 

be studied together with the obtained energy savings. In fact, saving energy is not 

enough if the project is not cost-effective. 
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It should be mentioned that climate data from 2011 is taken to all analysis that have 

been carried out in the project. It is used this year as all the data for hourly production 

mix and power demands are from this year. Moreover, this year is probably the best year 

to analyze among the latest year from which data is available. 

1.1 Scope and limitations 

The purpose of this project is to analyze different energy efficient measures that can be 

taken in a building used as a model, a building situated in Sätra (Gävle). 

To do that the software IDA is used. Through a series of re-building and analyzing the 

case of installing both an air-water heat pump for heat recovery and storage, and 

photovoltaic system (PV-system)  for producing electricity, building´s energy efficiency 

is studied. 

Once the energy savings are analyzed, the effects of this savings on the district heating 

system and in the electricity market are studied. The aim of the study of these effects is 

to obtain the environmental impact of them in terms of changes in CO2 emissions.  

The study has been done as commented above with the use of IDA programme and 

simulating hourly value for year. By this way, the results obtained can be compared with 

the values of the DH production. In the case of the study of energy savings in terms of 

electricity, the values used are monthly average energy delivered to be able to compared 

with the electricity data that consists on monthly values too. 

This project is limited in one part due to the use of monthly average value for the 

electrical data. Hourly data would have been preferred but was not possible to obtain. 

Another limitations comes from the problems to simulate the exhaust air-water heat 

pump (EAWHP). IDA software is used to this action, but there is no option to set an 

EAWHP in the building so alternatively an ambient air-water heat pump is set. Making 

some changes in the values of the input air parameters the heat pump is assumed that 

works like if it is an EAWHP.  

Another limitation comes from the Winsun program in which simulation is done with 

the data from Stockholm that is similar to Gävle´s data but not exactly the same. Hence, 
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the PV-system simulation could differ compared to the reality. Another error in this 

results could come from the assumption made on conversion factor. It has been 

considered as 0.9 and this could differ from the real case. 
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2. Theoretical framework 

2.1 Energy consumption of buildings 

The energy consumption of buildings could be analyzed in narrow sense or broad sense. 

In narrow sense, energy consumption means the energy that a building consumes during 

its operating period, which usually includes four sectors: space heating and cooling, 

household electricity, ventilation and hot water. Usually , space heating and cooling will 

consume most of the energy and have close relation with building design. Household 

electricity and hot water are both independent systems, whose energy consumption 

depends on themselves and has less relation with architectural design. 

 In the case studied, there is no device installed for space cooling so none energy is 

consumed by this way. Moreover, space heating and domestic hot water are both 

supplied by the District Heating System (DHS) so they consumed the same source of 

energy. Thus, both electricity and district heating energy used are analyzed. 

In broad sense, energy consumption should be discussed in Life Cycle Assessment 

(LCA) perspective which includes the energy consumption during the whole life cycle 

of a building, not only in its operating period, but also its material production, 

transportation, construction, and demolition periods. Nevertheless, less than 10% of 

energy is consumed in construction phase and most of energy is consumed in the 

operating phase of building. Therefore, this project analyzes the energy consumption of 

electricity and district heating during the operating phase of building.[1] 

2.2 Energy efficiency in residential buildings 

Energy efficient buildings maintain the best environment for human habitation while 

minimizing the cost of energy. According to the Development and Land Use Policy 

Manual for Australia (2000), the objectives of energy efficient buildings are to improve 

the comfort level of the occupants and reduce energy use (electricity, natural gas, etc.) 

for heating, cooling and lighting. United Nations (1991) defines energy efficient 

buildings to have the minimum levels of energy inputs. Janssen (2004) claims that an 
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improvement in energy efficiency is considered as any action undertaken by a producer 

or user of energy products, that decreases energy use per unit of output, without 

affecting the level of service provided. [2] 

The new trend on the energy efficient in buildings within the EeB(Energy- efficient 

Buildings) PPP (2010) is divided into three steps. First step implies reducing the energy 

use of buildings and its negative impacts on environment. The second step is related 

with the fact that building would be able to cover their own energy needs. The third and 

last step talks about the transformation of buildings into energy providers, preferably at 

district level.[3] 

To get an energy efficient building from a building that is already build, actions that 

could save energy in terms of electricity and space heating should be implemented. As 

this is one of the objectives among this project, some theory that affects the energy 

performance of a building is explained. Indeed, some theory about some actions that 

will be further analyzed is explained too. 

2.2.1 Building Energy Balance 

To determine and energy use of a building and energy balance should be done. The 

energy balance also provides a general understanding of the processes and systems that 

results in a given indoor climate. The main parameters that influence the indoor climate 

in buildings are the outdoor climate conditions, the structure and design of the building, 

the activities going on in the building and the technical systems that have to provide the 

required indoor climate. 

The theoretical basis for the energy balance is the First Law of Thermodynamics which 

states that energy cannot be created or destroyed, it only can be modified in form. 

Nevertheless, energy can escape out of the system where the energy is used. This is what 

it is called "energy looses". 

To make an Energy Balance it is necessary to establish all the ways that energy can enter 

the building (Heat Gains) or leave it (Heat looses), and establish as well any internal 

sources or transformations of energy within the building.  
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Thus, the energy balance equation would be the following, which is the sum of the heat 

losses that equals the heat gains.[4] 

Qtr  + Qnat vent + Q hot tap water = Qint + Qradiation + Qspace heating                                   Eq. 1                                               

Where: 

 Qtr : Transmission losses [W] 

 Qnat vent : natural ventilation losses [W] 

 Qhot tap water : heat needed to heat hot tap water [W] 

 Qint : internal heat [W] 

 Qradiation : heat due to solar radiation through the window [W] 

 Qspace heating : heat needed  for space heating [W] 

2.2.1.1 Terms of the Energy Balance equation 

2.2.1.1.1 Transmission losses through a building 

When there is a temperature difference between indoor and outdoor of the building, a 

flux of heat is established through the building envelope. This flux of heat is called 

transmission losses. 

To calculate the transmission losses through a material it is used the U-Value [W/(m2, 

k)]. 

This value stands for the amount of heat, which is transferred through a defined 

material. It is given in [W/(m2, k)]. It shows the amount of heat [W] which flows 

through one square meter of a material when the temperature difference between both 

sides of the material is one Kelvin. Consequently the heat loss increases with an 

increasing surface and/or an increasing temperature difference. The general formula for 

heat loss is: [4] 

Qtr  = U * A * (T in - Tout )                                                                                           Eq. 2                                                  
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Different transmission losses have to be considered: through walls, windows, doors, 

roof and floor. All these transmission losses are taking into account when the model is 

simulated in the IDA application. Hence, the annual need of energy due to transmission 

losses is included in the energy balance done by the software.  

2.2.1.1.2 Natural ventilation losses  

 This term of the Energy balance equation includes infiltration losses as well as opened 

doors and windows. The heat loss due to air infiltration depends mainly on the tightness 

of the different elements of the building. In this project the building analyzed is already 

build in IDA. The infiltration in this model is mainly connects with exterior wall surface 

as the door and windows are considered as always closed. Hence, the value of air 

tightness [l/s,m2] is what is taking into account from the application when simulation is 

done. 

2.2.1.1.3 Hot tap water 

This is the heat used for heating up tap water. In this project the domestic hot water 

(DHW) is supplied by the District Heating. Therefore, when an energy survey is done, 

the energy delivered for DHW is established into the energy demand of District Heating. 

As the building is already modelled in IDA, the hot water consumption is already set.[5] 

Thus, the energy demand for DHW is set as constant along the whole year. 

2.2.1.1.4 Internal heat generation 

This terms refers to the internal generation of heat from people, electrical equipment and 

lighting.  

The internal heat generated by people is the energy released by metabolism. It depends 

on muscular activity level and is usually measured in METs. 1MET is the energy 

released by a seated relaxing person. 1MET is equivalent to 58.15 W/m2 and the human 

body is usually considered as a 1.8 m2 surface.[6] In this project this is simulated in IDA 

and it is considered that each person that is inside the building has an activity level of 

1MET. Together with that, the time people is inside the building is taking into account. 
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Electrical equipments that are found in normal houses like televisions, computers, etc. 

released heat which is considered as internal gains. 

Lighting also released heat and depending on the type of electric bulb installed the 

amount of heat released varies.  

2.2.1.1.5 Gains due to solar radiation 

Another way in which heat enters the building is through the windows due to solar 

irradiation. The amount of heat gains due to solar irradiation depends on three aspects: 

orientation, type of window, and shading. 

Depending on the windows orientation the radiation varies. Windows oriented to the 

South and East get higher amount of radiation than others. 

Another factor that affect the solar radiation factor is how the window is built in relation 

to the wall. 

Shading is the other factor that affects the radiation that enters the building. In this 

project no shading is considered. 

2.2.1.1.6 Energy consumption for space heating 

The system used for space heating is a hydronic heat distribution with radiators. For that 

the heat from District Heating system is used. 

2.2.2 Exhaust air - water heat pump 

An exhaust air -water heat pump is an option that allows heat recovery from exhaust air 

to use it after for domestic hot water and/or space heating. 

Controlled domestic ventilation with heat recovery reuses the energy from the exhaust 

air. Not only that, the additional heat generated internally from lighting, people and 

domestic appliances is also utilised through heat recovery. 
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Figure 3: Ventilation system with exhaust fan[7] 

The ventilation system could be a mechanical ventilation system with only exhaust fan 

(as in the case study), only supply fan or with both supply and exhaust fan. In the case 

that the Air Handling Unit (AHU) only has an exhaust fan, the fresh outside air is 

supplied to the house by natural ventilation, due to stack effect and infiltrations. The 

exhaust air is drawn into the ventilation system. Warm exhaust air is supplied to the heat 

pump for heat recovery. When the inside air has passed through the heat pump the 

discharge air is released into the open air. Before this, the heat pump has extracted the 

energy from exhaust air to produce hot water.[7] 

In the case study, the exhaust air-water heat pump is used to produce domestic hot 

water. Hence, the water heated by heat pump is taken to a hot water tank where there is 

a heat exchanger and the water that comes from the heat pump circuit gives off its 

energy to the water inside the tank. This circuit exists together with a District Heating 

network. The next figure shows how both circuits work together. 
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Figure 4: Exhaust air-water heat pump with DHS 

2.2.2.1Function of the cooling circuit 

The indoor air passes through the evaporator at room temperature. Energy is emitted 

here. The indoor air is then released. 

 

Figure 5: Exhaust air - water heat pump circuit [7] 
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Another fluid circulates in the heat pump in a closed system with the most important 

characteristic of having a low bowling point. This fluid is called a refrigerant. When the 

refrigerant reaches the evaporator, which has received energy from the room air, the 

refrigerant evaporates. 

The vapour is fed to a compressor where it is compressed. This results in a high increase 

in temperature. 

The warm refrigerant is fed to the condenser, which is positioned in the boiler water. 

Here the refrigerant gives off its energy to the boiler water, so that its temperature drops 

and the refrigerant changes state from gas to liquid. 

The refrigerant then goes via filters to an expansion valve, where the pressure and 

temperature are further reduced. 

The refrigerant has already completed its circuit and is one more fed into the evaporator 

where it is evaporated yet again due to the effect of the energy that the collector has 

carried from the energy source.[7] 

2.2.2.2Energy output and efficiency of the heat pump system 

When talking about the energy performance of a heat pump, there are some basic 

parameters. First of all, the Seasonal performance Factor (SPF), says something about 

the heat pump annual performance. In this case in which the heat is taken from the 

exhaust air which does not vary its temperature along the year, this parameter would not 

be considered.  

Another factor that says something about the ratio of the change in heat supply in 

proportion to the supplied work is COP factor, or the Coefficient of Performance factor. 

The factor shows the proportion of heating capacity, Q, to active energy input, W, per 

time unit. See the following formula.[8] 

COP = 
W

Q
                                                                                                                  Eq. 3                                                                                                                             
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The heat that the exhaust air gives off depends on the temperature difference between 

the air that enters to the evaporator and the one that leaves it. Another important 

parameter is the air mass flow that goes through the evaporator. In the case of an 

exhaust air-water heat pump, the exhaust air comes from the mechanical ventilation  so 

the mass flow and the input temperature can be controlled. The heat content in the 

exhaust air would follow the next formula. 

Q in = ṁ * Cp* ∆T                                                                                                      Eq. 4                                                                                                                    

As mentioned above, the compressor is used to increase both pressure and temperature 

of the refrigerant. Thus, when the refrigerant goes through the condenser is able to 

release its heat. Therefore, the following relation exists between the Qin, W and Q. [9] 

Q = Qin + W                                                                                                                Eq. 5                                                                                   

2.2.3 Photovoltaic systems 

Solar energy can be captured in two forms, either as heat or as electrical energy. In this 

project the case of getting electrical energy from solar energy is analyzed as an action to 

decrease the demand of electricity in the building.  

Photovoltaic systems use solar cells to capture the sun rays and convert that energy into 

electricity. Sunlight comes in many colours, combining low-energy (1.1 electronvolts 

(eV))infrared photons with high energy (3.5 eV) ultraviolet photons and all the rainbow 

of visible-light photons in between. Solar cells, also called photovoltaic or PV cells, are 

semiconductor devices designed to capture these photons and convert their energy into 

electrical energy. Solar cells are connected in series in a photovoltaic panel or 

module.[10] 

In the case of systems installed in buildings, photovoltaic panels or modules are usually 

installed on a roof and connected to the  building via an inverter. The inverter converts 

the direct current (DC) energy generated through the solar panels into alternating current 

(AC). 
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Figure 6: Example of PV-system integrated in a roof [11] 

As the figure above shows, electricity produced by the PV-system is used to supply the 

demand of the building. When the production is higher than the demand there is an over 

production and the electricity is fed into the grid. This is not economically interesting as 

the electricity fed into the grid is sold at spot price. Spot price is the hourly electricity 

price among the Northern Electricity Market[21]. This price is usually low during 

summer time, around 20-40 öre/kWh whereas the average price of electricity in Gävle is 

1.02kr/kWh. That is the reason to avoid over production when installing a PV-system. 

The solar energy or insolation that reaches photovoltaic system depends on its position 

on the Earth, its orientation and it also varies continuously with time as well as weather 

conditions.  

The orientation of the solar array as well as its inclination influence the amount of 

energy captured by a system. Thus, the amount of energy captured by a solar system can 

be maximized if the photovoltaic system can follow the ecliptic path of the Sun so that 

the plane of the system is always perpendicular to the direction of the Sun. This is 

possible by the use of mechanical tracking systems which  can follow the sun path 

seasonally and daily.[10] 
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Figure 7: PV module with solar tracking [10] 

The systems with a solar tracking system integrated gets the best output. Nevertheless, 

this kind of systems are not common on buildings´ installations. 

Therefore, when the system is fixed the orientation and the tilt is which should be study 

to obtain the optimum position. Thus, for the case of Gävle, the most efficient option is 

a system oriented to the south with a tilt of 40º.  

2.3District Heating 

It is a system of centralized production and distribution of heat, normally used for hot 

tap water and space heating, to a multiple and close group of buildings, as well as heat 

for industrial processes. This system is composed by the generation plants, the 

distribution system and building substations. One of the main advantages of this system 

is that the efficiency is higher than in the case of individual heating for every building, 

which makes the cost of the energy bill decreased.  Together with this advantages it has 

some others like a reduction in CO2 emissions, higher flexibility for heat production 

than in individual heating systems and the possibility of absorbing low grade sources 

like from industrial waste heat, flue gases via Flue Gas Condenser (FGC)... 
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The plants used to produce the energy for heating are usually cogeneration plants (CHP 

plants) where simultaneously heat and electricity are generated. Boils and incinerators 

are usually feed with biomass or fossil fuels such as oil, natural gas or coal, together 

with alternative systems as industrial waste energy, heat pumps or solar energy. 

Changing the pressure of the steam is possible to change the ratio between heat and 

power produced. 

The distribution of heat is made by a network of insulated pipes, usually underground. 

The network is composed by a supply and return line. The temperature of supply water 

could vary depending on the outdoor temperature although normally not below 65ºC. 

Depending on the type of the substation, the District Heating is fed directly or gives its 

heat by a heat exchanger. The most common substation configuration is the one in 

which the system presents a heat exchanger, which has certain advantages of 

maintenance, and less corrosion compared with the direct District heating configuration. 

Therefore, in the substation the heat is transferred from the primary District Heating 

system to the secondary building system. In the substation there are some control valves 

that control the flow to each load that depends on the temperatures sensors at the 

customer demand that give the signal to send the right amount of heat.[12] 

This project is based on the District Heating system of Gävle. The company that 

supplies electricity and heat in Gävle is Gävle Energi. It uses different resources and 

plants to supply the District Heating demand.  

Johannes plant is a CHP plant that provides heat and electricity to Gävle Energy. The 

surplus heat from production of paper in Billerud Korsnäs AB pulp mill is also used for 

district heating. They have a flue gas condenser installed in both Johannes and Korsnäs 

AB from which they get heat. They also have a by-pass turbine in Johannes to deliver 

steam directly to the condenser from which DH system gets heat. Gävle Energi also 

takes hot water from Bomhus Energi to DHS. There are other two small plants that 

provide also heat when there are technical problems, Ersbo and Carlsborg (this two 

boilers are not going to take into account in the analysis). In may 2013 Bomhus Energi 

has built a new boiler in Korsnäs owned by Korsnäs AB and Gävle Energi, 50% each, 
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from where Gävle Energi takes heat. Johannes plant as well as Bomhus Energi use 

woody biofuels, Korsnäs´ and Ersbo´s boilers use bio oil while Carlsborg plants operate 

with oil. 

The way to generate the heat for DH is not always the same, it is affected by the 

electricity price of each day. There is a running order to generate heat that changes 

depending on the electricity price. The way that Gävle Energi runs the heat generation 

for DH is presented in the next table. The table shows the optimum way of running the 

DHS so Ersbo´s and Carlsborg´s boilers are not taking into account. 

Table 1: Running order of plants and sources used to generate heat for DHS based in electricity 

price5 

Electricity price between:
Waste heat FGC Indunstning Johannes HVK

Bypass 

turbine

Korsnäs 

boiler

a-b 1 2 3 4 6 5 7

b-c 1 2 3 4 6 5 7

c-d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

e-f 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

f-g 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

g-h 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

h-i 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

i-j 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

j-k 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

k-l 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

l-m 1 2 4 3 5 6 7

m-n 1 2 4 3 5 6 7

n-o 1 2 4 3 5 6 7

o-p 1 2 4 3 5 6 7

p-q 1 2 4 3 5 7 6

q-r 1 3 4 2 5 7 6

r-s 2 3 4 1 5 7 6

s-t 2 3 4 1 5 7 6

Running order of plants and sources used to generate heat for DHS

 

 

 

 

                                                 

5
 Electricity prices data is not shown as it is private information of Gävle Energi. 
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Johannes plant is located in the South of Gävle and operates from September to May. 

The scheme of the plant is shown in the next figure.  

 

Figure 8: Johannes plant scheme [12] 

The stored biofuels are mixed and moved to a silo. After that, they are moved to the 

boilers where the high pressure steam is produced. Then, the steam is send to a turbine 

which produces electricity and the remaining heat is used for district heating. The steam 

condensate in the condenser giving its heat to the water that then goes to the supply line 

of district heating network. Heat accumulators are used to compensate the peak loads 

during the day. [12] 

2.4 Nordic electricity market 

Nordic power system is a electricity network between Northern countries. The Nordic 

transmission grid is part of the transmission network in north-western Europe and it 

combines practically the whole Nordic region to one synchronous power system. 

Interconnectors also link the Nordic market to Germany, Poland, Estonia and Russia and 

the Netherlands. 

The objective of this electricity market system is to utilize the total generation capacity 

in an optimum way. As the demand patterns and specific costs of the generation over the 

countries do not coincide there subsequently emerges the need for transmission of 
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electricity between different parts of the Nordic grid. In the next figure the transmission 

capacity between Nordic areas is presented.[13] 

 

Figure 9: Transmission capacities between Nordic areas[13] 

2.4.1 Nordic electricity market 2011 

The Nordic power system is a mixture of generation sources such as wind, hydro, 

nuclear and other thermal power (coal, oil and natural gas). Hydropower, which 

normally accounts for more than 50% of the total Nordic generation capacity, is the 

major source of electricity generation in the region. It represents virtually all of the 

Norwegian and nearly half of the Swedish generation capacity. 

CHP (Combined Heat and Power) is the second largest generation source accounting for 

31% of the total Nordic power generation capacity. The thermal power generation 

(Finland and Denmark) in the Nordic region act as "swing-production", i.e. balances the 

total production during seasons when the level of hydropower generation is low. The 

third largest power source, with a share of 12% of the total Nordic generation capacity, 

is nuclear power, only located in Sweden and Finland. Wind power accounts for about 
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7% and its notably increasing. [13] The percentage of electricity produced in 2011 by 

each generation source is presented in the charts below. 

 

Graphic 1: Nordic electricity production 2011 [14] 

Electricity consumption in the Nordic region is relatively high compared with other 

European countries. This is due to the influence of cold winters in combination with 

electricity heated houses and the relative high proportion of energy intensive industries. 

The Nordic region has a total of 98.414 MW installed capacity for power generation and 

the total power generation in the Nordic region in 2011 was 370 TWh, 3TWh less than 

in 2010. The decrease in demand, and thus supply, was due to the economic turbulence 

in Europe and higher average temperature during the year (the effect of the warmer 

weather is further discussed).[14] The total power generation in the Nordic region 

during the year 2011 from varying sources and from each country is presented in the 

next table. 
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Table 2: Annual production in TWh from varying energy sources of each Nordic country [15] 

 

 The temperature difference between 2011 and a normal year can be seen in the next 

figure.  

 

Figure 10: Mean temperature in the Nordic region in 2011 compared to a normal year [14] 
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3. Method 

This project is based on the study of difference measures that can be taken in a building 

to make the building more efficient. By this way, reducing  both district heating and 

electricity demand. Together with the energy survey, and economical survey is done to 

analyzed if the project is cost-effective. Finally, an environmental research has been 

done to study how changes in district heating and electricity consumption affect the 

production of both and therefore the CO2 emissions 

Hence, the project is split up in three parts. the first part is the one related with the 

rebuild and the energy survey, the second is an economic survey and the third one is 

related to the environmental benefits of the actions. 

3.1 Building and energy 

To analyze the building energy consumption both before reconstruction and after that, 

the software IDA was used. The model of the building was already build in IDA and the 

field has been facilitated by the supervisor.  

Although the model was already set up, it should be taken into account the values that 

are set for some part of the building and could affect the energy demand. These values 

are important to later make some logic proposals. 

 3.1.1 Building materials 

Among building materials there are materials set in the external wall, roof, floor, 

windows, etc. The material used to build those parts of the building is important as it 

affects the transmission losses through it.  

Which is used to calculate transmission losses through a material is the U-Value 

[W/(m2, K)] of the material. As it is mentioned above, higher U-Value implies higher 

transmission losses which at the same time means higher energy demand for space 

heating. Therefore, the U-Value of material used is checked. 
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Part Material Thickness, cm U-value 

Attic 

Lightweight 

concrete 
9.5 

0.3 

Light insulation 9.1 

2-5 Floor concrete 15 3.8 

Basement floor concrete 25 2.9 

External wall 
Lightweight 

concrete 
19.5 0.68 

Window wall 

Lightweight 

concrete 
10 

0.47 

Wood 18 

Window 

Layers G-value U-value 

2+1 0.66 1.5 

Table 3: Material data [5] 

 

3.1.2 Changes in building field 

As the model is already built, only some changes has been done to make it more 

realistic. First of all a climate field has been changed and the climate of Gävle from 

2011 is introduced. The data is the one below. 
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Figure 11: Climate profile of Gävle 2011 

Once this change was done, the next step was to change the energy type used for heating 

and domestic hot water from fuel to district heating. To do that, the efficiency of space 

heating and domestic hot water was set with the value of one. 

 

Figure 12: Energy usage for each process 

Doing the change, when the simulation is done the results obtained for space heating 

and domestic hot water would be the demand for district heating. 

After these changes the building model is finished and simulated from January to 

December of 2011. Once the simulation is done, the results obtained are used to 

compare with the results after reconstruction. Among the results, the delivered energy in 

terms of both electricity and district heating is analyzed. 
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3.2 Economic Survey 

Once reconstruction proposal has been done, next step is to analyze if these 

reconstructions are cost-effective or not. Although the building is currently private 

owned, it was purchased from Gavlegårdarna in 2009, in this part two economical 

surveys are done. One analyzes the actual case, private owned building. While the other 

analyses the hypothetic case in which the building would be public owned. 

As the essence of the reconstruction is to save money, it is pointless for an energy 

saving project if the investment is higher than the money saved by the energy savings. 

Therefore both economic surveys are done with the aim of analysing if these 

reconstruction proposals are cost-effective or not. 

3.2.1 Private building 

In this economic survey, taking some parameters into account the feasibility of the 

investment is studied. It should be mentioned that in this project the operating cost has 

been considered while maintenance costs are not taken into account. Parameters for the 

investment's feasibility are the followings: [5] 

• Energy savings: How much energy could be saved by the different actions 

• Saved energy type: Different type has different price (district heating and 

electricity) 

• Investment costs: Investment for the project  

• Annual savings (year): Amount of money that could be saved with the project 

• Pay-off (year): Amount of years that cost recovery will need (with prevailing 

investment) 

• Life length (year): Amount of years that the project will last 
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• NUS: It is an index used to take into account the energy trend. Due to the fact 

that the energy prices are increasing every year, this change should be taken into 

account using NUS-value instead of life length. 

Using the parameters above, Life cycle savings (LCS) are calculated by the following 

formula: 

� LCS = NUS*Energy Price*Energy Saving 

LCS means the amount of money that will be saved during the life length of project but 

taking into account the energy prices variation by the use of the NUS-value. 

Once all the values are known, the feasibility of the investment is based on the next 

equation: 

� If Life cycle savings (LCS) > Investment costs , it will be a good investment. 

3.2.1.1  NUS VALUE 

As mentioned above, NUS is an index that takes into account the energy trend.  

Therefore, there are some associated index with NUS that take part in the calculation of 

NUS-value. Thus, this value is obtained with the next equation:[5] 

NUS=  

where, 

 A is the Real interest rate  

 B1 is the real energy price increase of electricity  

 B2 is the real energy price increase oil  

 B3 is the real energy price increase district heating  
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3.2.2 Public building 

This economic survey is done from the point of view of Gävle Municipality, where the 

building is located. It is considered that the building is owned by Gavlegårdarna that is a 

public company in Gävle Municipality. 

 It is also taking into account the company that generates and shares heating for DH 

which  is Gävle Energi ,also a public company from Gävle . 

 Thus, it is analyzed if reconstruction proposals are cost-effective for Gävle 

Municipality as a reduction in the demand of DH means a cost reduction for 

Gavlegårdarna but a lower income for Gävle Energi. 

This analysis is done for the reconstruction of: attic with 400mm insulation added, 

external wall with 200mm light insulation added, and a EAWHP installed. 

3.3 Environmental study  

After the economical study of every proposal made, the next step is to analyze the 

environmental effects of hourly energy savings. The energy saved was in terms of 

electricity and district heating. The environmental effects of each kind of energy saved 

has been studied separately. To do this, an excel field is used with hourly values of 

energy savings for the case of District Heating and monthly values for electricity case. 

It should be mentioned that four proposed actions are studied in this part although one 

of them is not cost-effective. Rebuild actions analyzed are: 400mm insulation attic, 

200mm light insulation external wall, EAWHP installation and PV-system installation. 

3.3.1 Environmental effects of DH savings 

First of all, hourly energy savings are calculated with IDA for each action and is 

introduced in an excel field. Together with those values, the way that DH is generated is 

considered, studying what resources are used to produce the DH hourly demand. Indeed, 

the effects of the electricity price of each day is considered as it affects the resource used 

to produce the heat for DH. The way in which electricity price affects the running order 

of plants and sources used to generate heat for DH is described in the theoretical part 2.3 
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(Table 1).In addition to the above, it should be taken into account that the energy 

produced by each source is limited so it is not possible to produce all the heat for DH 

demand with the least expensive source. e.g. In the major cases waste heat is the most 

profitable source, but the energy produced by this way is limited. If the demand is higher 

than the maximum power from  waste heat, another production facility is used. 

Once the hourly generation of DH is known, the marginal production of DH for each 

hour is calculated. The marginal production of DH would be the production removed by 

the energy savings. The resources or ways to generate the heat for DH are: waste heat, 

FGK (Flue Gas Condenser), Blackliquor evaporation (Indunstning), Johannes, By-pass 

turbine in Johannes, Hot water from Bomhus Energi (HVK) and bio-oil boiler from 

Korsnäs. Each one implies different emissions of CO2. The CO2 emissions of each 

resource are considered as the sum of the emissions due to energy conversion and 

transportation of the resource. [16] 

In the case that by-pass turbine of Johannes is in the marginal production of heat for 

DH, the energy savings obtained are transformed in electricity as the steam that 

previously went directly to the condenser would pass the turbine before enters the 

condenser . Thus, this steam would be used to produce electricity instead of only heat. 

Therefore, this case would be analyzed as the effect that the decrease on the electricity 

demand in the Northern market has on CO2 emissions. 

The case in which Johannes is in the marginal production is also analyzed differently. 

As Johannes is a CHP plant, when the heat demand decrease the electricity generated by 

the plant decreases too. This is due to the relation between electricity produced and heat 

delivered that is assumed to be constant. Therefore, when Johannes is in the margin, 

there are analyzed both, the CO2 emissions reduced by the reduction of heat demand and 

the CO2 emissions increased due to the reduction of electricity generated in Johannes 

which means an increase in electricity generation among the Northern electricity market. 

This last part is analyzed as explained in 3.3.2 (Environmental effects of savings in 

electricity). 
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The reconstruction case of setting an EAWHP is analyzed separately. With this 

reconstruction, the demand of DH decreases but the electricity demand increases as 

well. Hence, the effects of both in CO2 emissions are studied. 

3.3.2 Environmental effects of savings in electricity 

To study the environmental effects of energy savings in terms of electricity, changes in 

CO2 emissions are considered as in the case before. As commented above, the electricity 

market in Sweden is connected within the Northern Countries and by this way, the total 

electricity demand of all countries is supplied by the least expensive ways.  

The study of the effects that electricity savings achieved have on the electricity market 

and hence on the way the electricity is produced is done by an excel field. In this field 

monthly values are introduced.  

From the IDA field and Winsun program, monthly energy savings in terms of electricity 

are taken and introduced in the excel field. The average values of  electricity produced 

by each country, monthly, are get from "European network of transmission system 

operators for electricity" [17] and they are introduced as well in the excel field. 

Due to the fact that some data is missed some assumptions were done in the electricity 

produced by fossil fuels in Norway and Denmark. The assumptions are based on the 

following graphics. 
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Graphic 2: Norwegian electricity production 2011 [14] 

 

Graphic 3: Danish electricity production 2011 [14] 
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Both graphics show the percentage of the electricity produced by each resource. As the 

data missed was for electricity produced from fossil fuels, for the case of Norway it was 

assumed that all the electricity produced from fossil fuels was by natural gas. In the 

Denmark´s electricity production, it was assumed that the electricity produced from 

fossil fuels was splitted up as 60% coal and peat, 35% natural gas and 5% oil. 

Once all the monthly electricity production data for each country is known, it is 

introduced in an excel field. With this data total monthly value of electricity produced 

by each resource is obtained. After that the CO2 emissions are calculated. To obtain 

these values, CO2 emissions linked to each resource used to generate electricity is 

considered. This data is taken from the following table. 

 

Table 4: Emission calculations for greenhouse gases and use of primary energy for Nordic 

electricity mix in 2008 [18] 

 

Finally, once savings on electricity and CO2 emissions are known, the savings of CO2 

per KWh are calculated. 
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4.Reconstruction 

This project is based on the reconstruction of an existing building. The reconstruction 

has been done considering the re-built of different parts that could affect energy 

consumption. Thus, different approaches have been analyzed using both IDA and 

Winsun programs. After that and economical part of the reconstruction is studied. 

4.1 Building reconstruction 

First of all it should be taken into account that the IDA field for the beginning of the 

reconstruction was taken from another thesis that was based in the same building.[5] 

Hence, some changes are included as default comparing with the original model. 

Among these changes there are: 

• Change equipment tenant power from 260 KW to 130 KW. This change would 

be due to the use of more efficient equipment. 

• Change lighting tenant power from 34.25 KW to 25 kW. In this case the use of 

more efficient light-bulbs is considered. 

• Change the minimum temperature for space heating from 22 to a schedule which 

implies a minimum temp at night. The schedule is used to minimize the heat 

waste during the night period. Thus, from 10pm to 7am the minimum 

temperature decrease from 22 to 18ºC and  increase again to the initial value. By 

this way, the minimum indoor temperature during the day is 22ºC while during 

the night decrease to 18ºC as could be seen in the figure below. 
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Figure 13: Schedule of minimum temperature at night [5] 

• Change exhaust fan schedule from half on to always on. Thus, electricity 

consumption increase from 3122.8 KWh to 5325.4 KWh for due to fan´s 

demand. 

• Change average domestic hot water use from 85950 KWh to 68760 KWh. 

Therefore, all the above has been considered as default in all reconstruction that has 

been made. Hence, the field with all these changes includes was taken as the one to 

compare with. 

Different alternatives  have been considered in the external part as well as the internal 

part of the building. Indeed, the possibility of using solar energy as well as the energy of 

the exhaust air has been analyzed.  

4.1.1 External part reconstruction 

Within the reconstruction of external part different possible changes has been analyzed. 

These alterations have been done in external wall, roof and windows. 
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4.1.1.1 External wall 

There are two alternatives for external wall which are related to the insulation layer´s 

thickness. The original external wall is characterized as can be seen in the following 

figure.6 

 

Figure 14: The original external wall  

4.1.1.1.1 First alternative 

The first reconstruction option includes an addition of 200mm render. Thus the external 

wall would be characterized as could be seen in the next figure. 

 

Figure 15: External wall with 200mm light insulation added 

                                                 

6
 The feature of each material is in the appendices (9.1) 
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4.1.1.1.2 Second alternative 

The second alternative would be an original external wall with a 200mm of heavy 

insulation layer added. Modelling it in IDA program. the external wall would have the 

following features. 

 

Figure 16: External wall with 200mm heavy insulation added 

4.1.1.2 Roof  

In the case of rebuilt the roof three different options have been analyzed. All of them 

related to an addition of an insulation layer. 

The original roof is made up with a 91mm light insulation layer and 95mm concrete 

layer. The characteristics of the roof and how it was modelled in IDA could be seen in 

the figure below. 
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Figure 17: The original roof 

4.1.1.2.1 First alternative 

This alternative studies the option of adding 200mm of light insulation to the original 

roof. Thus, the roof would be as the following figure shows. 

 

Figure 18: 200mm light insulation added to the original roof. 

4.1.1.2.2 Second alternative 

This second alternative is similar to the first one but with the difference that in this case 

300mm of light insulation are added. Therefore, the roof would be characterized as the 

next figure shows. 
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Figure 19: 300mm light insulation added to the original roof. 

 

4.1.1.2.3 Third alternative 

In this case an addition of 400mm light insulation layer is proposed. Thus, the roof 

features would be the following. 

 

Figure 20:400mm light insulation added to the original roof 

4.1.1.3 Windows 

This proposal implies changing windows for others with lower U-value 1.1 [W/m2,K]. 

New windows characteristics are shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 21: New window characteristics 

4.1.2 Internal part 

The internal part´s re-build includes thermal bridge. To re-build thermal bridge is 

enough the addition of insulation board on thermal bridge part.  

4.1.2.1 Thermal Bridges 

By the addition of insulation board on each junction the thermal bridge improve 

compared with the original. Therefore, to modelling it in the IDA application, the 

thermal bridge index are set to zero. 
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Figure 22: Value of thermal bridges 

4.1.3 Photovoltaic system 

As the roof of the building is available to any kind of installation, in this reconstruction 

alternative there is a proposal to install a PV system in the roof. The aim of this rebuild 

is to produce electricity to supply part of the building electricity demand and by this way 

decrease the electricity consumption from the grid. 

A PV system consists of PV modules connected in series. Each PV module´s installed 

power is around 250Wp with an area of 1,5 m2.. PV modules should not be set too close 

and there is a recommendation that has been followed to set them with an space of 1.5m 

between rows. Therefore, as the roof area is 504.69m2, after some calculations7 is 

                                                 

7
 All calculations are presented in the Appendices 9.2 
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obtained that eight rows of 5kWp installed each could be set on the roof. Hence, the 

installed power is 40kWp.  

The Winsun program has been used to simulate a  PV-system of 1kWp power installed. 

As the program does not have the option to introduce the geographical values of Gävle, 

values from Stockholm have been taken as they were available by default in the program 

and the values are similar.8 

Once the simulation was done, the results obtained are multiplied by the total  power 

installed ,i.e by 40, and by a factor 0.9 to consider conversion losses. 

4.1.4 Exhaust air-water heat pump 

This alternative study the option of installing an exhaust air-water heat pump (EAWHP) 

with the aim of recover the heat from exhaust air and transfer it, by the use of a heat 

pump, to a water accumulator. By this way the heat is stored in a water tank to be 

available to use as a supply for domestic hot water. Thus, the demand of district heating 

for domestic hot water would decrease. 

The heat pump was modelled in the IDA file. As there is no exhaust air-water heat 

pump by default, an ambient air-water heat pump is used.  As the values of ambient air 

are not the same as exhaust air´s values some changes were done in the input parameters 

of ambient air to simulate as well as possible the exhaust air.  

The values introduced to simulate the exhaust air are an input temperature of 20ºC and 

an air mass flow of 0.7kg/s. 

As there is no possibility to separate the hot water tank in two different, one for space 

heating and another for domestic hot water, it is assumed that energy savings obtained 

are only related to the demand of DHW. 

                                                 

8
 The simulation data is in the appendices. 
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On the other hand, it should be taken into account that the EAWHP needs electricity to 

work which is the energy demand from the compressor. This energy demand depends on 

the type of compressor that is used and would increase the total electricity demand of 

the building. 

The heat pump used in the simulation has the characteristics that can be read in the 

figure below. 

 

Figure 23: Exhaust air-water heat pump´s characteristics 

4.2 Re-build project cost 

When a reconstruction of a building is analyzed, there are some economic factors that 

should be considered. Among them there are the price of material, the life length of 

material, and the energy price together with the energy trend. 

The table below shows the investment of each reconstruction as well as the life length. 
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Table 5: Re-build project cost and life length9 [5] 

Type of investment Price Unit
Life length  

(years)

Ext. Wall 200mm light 

insulation
1637 kr/m2 40

Ext. Wall 200mm 

heavy insulation
900 kr/m2 40

Insulation Attic 

200mm
92 kr/m2 40

Insulation Attic 

300mm
125 kr/m2 40

Insulation Attic 

400mm
160 kr/m2 40

New window U-value 

=1.1

Around 

11000
kr/st 30

Added insulation 

board, no thermal 

bridge

Around 

28090
kr/st 50

Solar cells
around 

15000
kr/Kwinstalled 25

Exhaust air-water heat 

pump

around 

300000
kr/st 20

 

About the energy price and energy trend, there are different options on the energy price 

as it depends on the type of contract that each one has. In this project the most common 

option has been considered. Hence, the energy prices and trend are the following: 

• Today´s electricity price: 1.02 kr/kWh [20] 

• Today´s district heating price: 0.498 kr/kWh [20] 

• Real interest rate (A), r 6% 

• Real energy price increase electricity (B1), p 5% 

• Real energy price increase district heating (B3), p 5% 

OBS: The values A,B1, and B3 are used to calculate the NUS index value. 

                                                 

9
 Investment price of both external wall insulation options are just for the material. The cost for 

refurbishing the facade to add the insulation is not considered. 
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energy 
savings 

(kWh/year)

Reduction 
energy usage 

(%/year)

saved energy 
form

Investment 
costs (kr)

annual savings 
(kr/year), 

today´s energy 
price

pay-off 
(years)

life 
length 
(years)

Life cycle 
savings (kr)

Is this a 
good 

investment?

maintenance 
costs 

(kr/year)
NUS

Insulation wall 200 mm minull, with new 
render

45396 12% distric heating 905240                 23.200     39 40 760900 NEJ 0

32,83

Insulation wall 200 mm minull, with new sheet 
metal

41488 14% distric heating 549000                 25.700    21 40 844600 JA 0
32,83

Insulation Attic 200mm added 8785 3% distric heating               49.156                      5.400    9 40 178800 JA 0
32,83

Insulation Attic 300mm added 10079 3% distric heating               66.788                      6.200    11 40 205200 JA 0
32,83

Insulation Attic 400mm added 10880 4% distric heating               85.488                      6.700    13 40 221500 JA 0
32,83

1.4x1.3m new window U-value=1,2 10407 3% distric heating          1.574.322                      6.500    242 30 166500 NEJ 0
25,81

Change balcony to one with no thermal bridge 14719 5% distric heating             674.160                      9.100    74 50 357700 NEJ 0
39,2

Solar cells 34000 11% Electricity             600.000                    28.900    21 25 638500 JA 0
22,02

5. Results 

The results are presented in the same order as the method and reconstruction part 

described before. 

It should be mentioned that the year 2011 was warmer than a normal year so the results 

obtained  differ compared with a normal year´s weather conditions. The difference in 

temperature between a normal year and the year 2011 is shown in the figure 10. The 

results of the analysis of both energy and economic survey with the normal year´s 

climate is shown in the next table.10 

Table 6: Results of economic survey with normal year´s climate [5] 

 

5.1 Energy survey 

The simulation of the energy consumption of the building is done by the IDA program. 

Different results has been obtained for each reconstruction case. Each of them is 

compared with the original building´s energy demand. 

                                                 

10
 The analysis with the normal year´s climate was done from September to May except for the case of 

the PV-system.  
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The total energy consumption of the original building is shown in the next table.11 

Table 7:Total energy consumption, original building 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5508  1.9  0.7  

   Total, Facility electric  8145  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  173802  59.1  97.77  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  242553  83.4     

   Total  244259  86.3     

   Lighting, tenant  4742  1.7  1.24  

   Equipment, tenant  26902  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31644  11.2     

   Grand total  282342  97.5     

 
 

   

                                                 

11
 Electricity consumption of the whole building without energy efficient actions considered in the IDA 

field by default, would be 60000 kWh/year. As the consumption is almost constant during the year, 

montly consumtion would be 5000 kWh/month.[5] 
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 5.1.1 Reconstruction of the external wall 

5.1.1.1 External wall with 200mm light insulation 

Adding insulation to the external wall, the U-Value of the external wall decreased from 

0.68 to 0.43 W/m2,K  which means that the heat losses through the wall decreased. The 

total energy consumption of the building is shown below. 

Table 8: Total energy consumption, external wall with 200mm light insulation 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5465  1.9  0.68  

   Total, Facility electric  8102  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  138175  48.3  80.69  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  206926  72.6     

   Total  213684  75.5     

   Lighting, tenant  4742  1.7  1.24  

   Equipment, tenant  26899  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31641  11.2     

   Grand total  246669  86.7     

 

As expected, the demand for space heating has decreased. Thus, energy savings in terms 

of District Heating would be: 

Energy savings in terms of DH = 173802 - 138175 = 35627 kWh. 
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5.1.1.2 External wall with 200mm heavy insulation  

In this case as in the case above, the U-Value of the external wall varied. But in this case 

from 0.68 to 0.1881 W/m2,K. Hence, with this new U-Value, heat losses through the 

wall would decrease. The energy delivered to the building for this case is presented in 

the following table. 

Table 9: Total Energy consumption, external wall with 200mm heavy insulation 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5454  1.9  0.68  

   Total, Facility electric  8091  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  145501  47.1  83.78  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  214252  71.4     

   Total  210303  74.3     

   Lighting, tenant  4743  1.7  1.24  

   Equipment, tenant  26905  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31648  11.2     

   Grand total  253991  85.5     

 

Doing a comparison between the amount of energy demand for the original case and this 

case, results showed that in this case the energy demand for space heating is lower. 

Therefore, energy savings are obtained in terms of District Heating.  

Energy savings of DH = 173802-145501= 28301 kWh  
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5.1.2 Reconstruction of attic 

5.1.2.1 Attic with 200mm insulation added 

In this case the addition of 200mm insulation on the attic implies a change in the U-

value from 0.3 to 0.1125 W/m2,K. Therefore it is expected that heat losses through the 

attic decrease. The results obtained from the simulation are presented in the next table. 

Table 10: Delivered energy with 200mm attic insulation added 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5505  1.9  0.7  

   Total, Facility electric  8142  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  167861 58.6  96.82  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  236612 82.9     

   Total  244754 85.8     

   Lighting, tenant  4742  1.7  1.24  

   Equipment, tenant  26903  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31645  11.2     

   Grand total  276399  97.0     

 

Comparing the results with the originals, the energy saved in terms of District heating 

for space heating are: 

Energy saved = 173802-167861 =  5941 kWh. 
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5.1.2.2 Attic with 300mm insulation added 

This reconstruction proposal is similar as the one before but in this case the U-value 

change from 0.3 to 0.08573 W/m2,K. Therefore, it is expected a decrease in the energy 

demand for space heating higher than in the previous case. 

Table 11: Delivered energy with 300mm attic insulation added 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5502  1.9  0.7  

   Total, Facility electric  8139  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  166929  58.0  96.43  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  235680  82.3     

   Total  243819  85.2     

    Lighting, tenant  4743  1.7  1.24  

    Equipment, tenant  26903  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31646  11.2     

   Grand total  275465  96.3     

 

As can be seen in the table, the demand for space heating is lower than in the previous 

reconstruction option. Thus, energy savings in terms of District Heating would be the 

following: 

Energy saved = 173802-166929 = 6873 kWh 
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5.1.2.3 Attic with 400mm insulation added 

The third proposal for attic insulation implies a change in the U-value from 0.3 to 

0.06924 W/m2,K. As the insulation layer is thicker than in the previous cases the U-

value is the lowest one so the heat losses trough the attic are expected to be the lowest. 

The results from the simulation are shown in the following table. 

Table 12: Delivered energy with 300mm attic insulation added 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5502  1.9  0.7  

   Total, Facility electric  8139  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  166161  58.0  95.95  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  234977  82.2     

   Total  243116  85.1     

  

  

Lighting, tenant  4742  1.7  1.24  

  

  

Equipment, tenant  26901  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31643  11.2     

   Grand total  274759  96.3     

 

As it is expected the energy demand for space heating has decreased in comparison with 

the previous cases for attic insulation. Thus, in this case the energy savings obtained in 

terms of District Heating would be the next: 

Energy saved = 173802-166161 = 7641 kWh. 
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5.1.3 Change windows 

This reconstruction implies change current windows for others with U-value of 1.1 

W/m2,K. As the U-value of these windows is lower than the originals, it is expected that 

the heat looses through the window would be lower. The results obtained from the 

simulation are shown in the next table. 

Table 13: delivered energy with windows of U=1.1 W/m2,K 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5466  1.9  0.68  

   Total, Facility electric  8103  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  143784  48.5  80.61  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  212535 72.8     

   Total  220638  75.7     

  

  

Lighting, tenant  4742  1.7  1.24  

  

  

Equipment, tenant  26899  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31641  11.2     

   Grand total  252279  86.8     

 

The results obtained for space heating are lower than in the original case. So that, the 

demand of District Heating for space heating has decreased in comparison. Therefore, 

energy savings obtained would be the following: 

Energy savings in terms of DH = 173802 - 143784= 30018 kWh. 
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5.1.4 Reconstruction of internal part 

In this part the option of adding an insulation board with the aim of reducing heat losses 

through thermal bridges has been simulated. The results obtained from the simulation 

are presented in the next table. 

Table 14: Delivered energy with no thermal briges 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

Cooling  0  0.0  0.0  

HVAC aux  5489  1.9  0.7  

   Total, Facility electric  8126  2.9     

    
  

   

Heating  162322  55.1  92.64  

Domestic hot water  68751  24.3  7.85  

   Total, Facility district  231073  79.4     

   Total  239199  82.2     

   Lighting, tenant  4743  1.7  1.24  

   Equipment, tenant  26903  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31646  11.2     

   Grand total  270845  93.4     

 

The results show that energy savings obtained would be in terms of District Heating for 

space heating. Hence, the energy saved by this way would be the following: 

Energy saved = 173802 - 162322 = 11480 kWh 
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5.1.5 Installation of a PV-system 

This reconstruction proposal includes a PV-system of 40kWp total power installed. In 

this case it is expected a decrease in electricity demand as the electrical energy generated 

by the PV-system is used to supply, partly, the electricity demand of the building. The 

results obtained with the simulation done with Winsun programme are hourly values of 

electrical energy generated with a PV-system of 1KWp installed. Nevertheless, monthly 

and annual values for the whole system are presented in the table below. 

Table 15: Electricity generated by one PV-module and the PV-system 

MONTHLY 

Elect. 

Product.  Of 

1kWp PV-

system 

(kWh)

Elect. 

Product. Of 

40 kWp PV-

system 

(KWh)

Elect. 

Product.40 

kWp PV-

system with 

conversion 

losses 

(kWh)

January 22,12 884,63 796,17

February 47,68 1907,22 1716,50

March 93,38 3735,05 3361,55

April 114,11 4564,42 4107,98

May 154,36 6174,25 5556,82

June 155,10 6204,02 5583,62

July 143,10 5723,93 5151,53

August 130,37 5214,81 4693,33

September 90,42 3616,92 3255,23

October 48,23 1929,38 1736,44

November 36,22 1448,91 1304,02

December 20,95 837,99 754,19

Annual 1056,04 42241,53 38017,37  

The table shows the results obtained by the Winsun program but monthly instead of 

hourly. As mentioned in the reconstruction section, conversion losses are considered to 

calculate the electricity generated by the PV-system. Those losses are assumed as 10%. 

Total electricity produced by the PV-system considering conversion losses is shown in 

the last column of the table above.  
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5.1.6 Exhaust Air-Water Heat Pump installed 

This proposal implies heat recovery from exhaust gases and the use of this energy to 

heat water to supply the building domestic hot water demand. As commented before in 

this paper, Heat Pumps need electrical energy to work the compressor. So, it is expected 

to obtain an energy reduction in terms of District Heating demand for domestic hot 

water but also an increase in electricity demand. The results obtained from the 

simulation are presented in the table below. 

Table 16: delivered energy with EAWHP installed 

 

Delivered energy  Demand  

kWh  kWh/m 2  kW  

Lighting, facility  506  0.2  0.07  

Equipment, facility  2131  0.8  0.29  

HVAC aux  11305  4.0  1.36  

Electric heating  19662  6.9  3.81  

   Total, Facility electric  33604  11.9     

    
  

   

Heating  173802 54.4  102.0  

   Total, Facility district  173802 54.4     

   Total  207406 66.3     

  

  

Lighting, tenant  4744  1.7  1.24  

  

  

Equipment, tenant  26909  9.5  7.02  

   Total, Tenant electric  31653  11.2     

   Grand total  239059  77.4     

 

The simulation´s results show that domestic hot water is totally supplied by the  hot 

water obtained with the heat Pump. Indeed the table shows that the electricity 

consumption has increased mainly due to the electricity demanded by the compressor. 

Thus, the energy demand compared with the original building would be the following: 
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Energy saved in terms of DH = 68751 kWh, which is the annual demand of DHW. 

Increase on electricity demand = 33604-8145 = 25459 kWh, which is mainly due to the 

compressor demand. 

5.2 Economic survey 

5.2.1 Private building 

Using the results from the energy survey, the feasibility of the investment for each 

reconstruction proposal has been analyzed. Thus, using the parameters described in the 

method part, the results obtained are the following. 

Table 17: Results of private building´s economic survey 

 

energy savings 
(kWh/year)

Reduction 
energy usage 

(%/year)

saved energy 
form

Investment costs 
(kr)

annual savings 
(kr/year), 

today´s energy 
price

pay-off 
(years)

life 
length 
(years)

Life cycle 
savings (kr)

Is this a 
good 

investment?

maintenance 
costs 

(kr/year)

Ext. Wall with 200mm light insulation 35627 13% distric heating                   905.240                    16.200    56 40 531700 NEJ 0

Ext. Wall with 200mm heavy insulation 28301 10% distric heating                   549.000                    14.100    39 40 462800 NEJ 0

Insulation Attic 200mm added 5941 2% distric heating                     49.156                      3.000    16 40 97100 JA 0

Insulation Attic 300mm added 6873 2% distric heating                     66.788                      3.400    20 40 112400 JA 0

Insulation Attic 400mm added 7641 3% distric heating                     85.488                      3.800    22 40 124900 JA 0

1.4x1.3m new window U-value=1,1 25626 9% distric heating                1.574.322                    12.800    123 30 329400 NEJ 0

No thermal bridge 11480 4% distric heating                   674.160                      5.700    118 50 224100 NEJ 0

PV-system 38016 13% Electricity                   600.000                    38.800    15 25 854000 JA 0

68751 24% distric heating                 34.200    0 20 617800 0

-25463 -9% electricity -               26.000    20 -468700 0

                  300.000    8.200                  37 20 149100 NEJ

Exhaust Air Water Heat Pump

 

The results from the economic survey show that only  proposals of PV-system, and 

adding 200mm,300mm and 400mm insulation to attic would be cost-effective.  

5.2.2 Public building 

Using the hourly results from IDA simulations and considering also hourly marginal 

production of DH, following results are obtained for each reconstruction proposal that is 

analyzed. 
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5.2.2.1 Attic with 400mm insulation added 

This reconstruction leads to a decrease in DH demand for space heating. Therefore, it 

implies a cost reduction for Gavlegårdarna but on the other hand, Gävle Energi company 

will lose some income. Nevertheless, when by-pass turbine is in the marginal 

production, Gävle Energi would increase its income due to the electricity produced. It 

would also increase its incomes due to the fact that production costs would decrease. On 

the other hand, the cases in which Johaness is in the margin, Gävle Energi would 

decrease its incomes due to the reduction in electricity production as well as in heat 

production. The results obtained taking into account all the above are shown in the next 

table. 

Table 18: Economic survey of Gävle Municipality when adding 400mm insulation to attic 

Attic case GAVLEGARDANA GÄVLE ENERGY

Heating savings 

(kWh)

Cost reduction 

Gävlegardana (kr)

heat savings with 

by-pass turb.in the 

margin[kWh]

Income increased 

Gävle Energy due to 

by-pass turb. (kr)

Energy demand 

decrease (kWh)

Losses due to DH 

demand decrease 

(kr)

Income increased 

due to decreased 

production costs (kr)

Elec. Production 

decrease with johaness 

in the margin(kWh)

Losses due to 

electricity production 

decrease (kr)

Total losses 

(kr)

Annual 7640,82 3805,13 583,102 594,76 7640,82 3805,13 1523,7 948,248 967,21 2653,9

GAVLE MUNICIPALITY

Incomes(kr)

1151,24  

Table shows that by this reconstruction Gävle Municipality would earn 1151 SEK. 

5.2.2.2 External wall with 200mm light insulation added 

This reconstruction, as the previous, leads to a decrease in DH demand. As in the 

previous case, once all the consideration are taking into account, the results obtained are 

shown in the following table. 

Table 19: Economic survey of Gävle Municipality when adding 200mm light insulation to external 

wall 

Ext. wall case GAVLEGARDANA GÄVLE ENERGY

Heating savings 

(kWh)

Cost reduction 

Gävlegardana (kr)

heat savings with 

by-pass turb.in 

the margin[kWh]

Income increased 

Gävle Energy due to 

by-pass turb. (kr)

Energy demand 

decrease (kWh)

Losses due to DH 

demand decrease 

(kr)

Income increased 

due to decreased 

production costs (kr)

Elec. Production 

decrease with 

johaness in the 

margin(kWh)

Losses due to 

electricity 

production 

decrease (kr)

Total losses 

(kr)

Annual 35627,33 17742,41 2675,41 2728,92 32955,99 16412,08 7043,8 4386,4 4474,1 11113,46

GAVLE MUNICIPALITY

Incomes(kr)

6630,98  

As can be seen in the table, by this reconstruction Gävle Municipality would earn 6630 

SEK. 
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5.2.2.3 EAWHP installed 

This reconstruction differs a little from others as it leads to an energy savings in terms of 

DH for domestic hot water but at the same time the electricity demand increases. Hence, 

in this case, Gavlegårdarna would not reduce as much its energy costs as it would have 

to pay for electricity more than without the EAWHP. Taking everything above into 

account results obtained are presented in the table below. 

Table 20: Economic survey of Gävle Municipality when installing EAWHP 

GAVLEGARDARNA GAVLE ENERGI GAVLE MUNICIPALITY

Heat savings 

HP[kWh]

Elec.demand 

Increase 

[kWh]

Cost reduction 

Gävlegardana (kr)

Cost increase 

Gavlegardana (kr)

Total cost 

reduction 

Gavlegardana(kr)

Increase 

elec. 

Production 

via by-pass 

turb.(kWh)

Income increased 

Gävle Energy due to 

by-pass turb. (kr)

Energy demand 

decrease (kWh)

Losses due to DH 

demand decrease 

(kr)

Incomes increased 

due to decreased 

production costs (kr)

Elec. Production 

decrease with 

johaness in the 

margin(kWh)

Losses due to 

decrease electricity 

generation in 

Johaness (kr)

Total losses 

(kr)

Annual 68745,01 25462,56 34235,02 25971,81 8263,93 2707,73 2761,89 66045,13 32890,47 10009,92 4775,03 4870,53 24989,2

Incomes(kr)

-16725,26

EAWHP case

 

As commented above in this case Gavlegårdarna would reduce less the costs of energy 

due to the increase in electricity demand. At the same time, as energy demand of DH 

would decrease considerably , Gävle Energi would lose money proportionally. 

Therefore, as the table shows, Gävle Municipality would lose 16725 SEK. 

5.3 Environmental study 

The environmental study is focused on the reduction obtained in CO2 emissions due to 

the energy savings obtained. The results obtained are for both savings in electricity and 

District Heating. 

5.3.1 Results for District Heating 

The results obtained for changes in District Heating production are related to actions 

that implies an energy savings in terms of decrease of DH for both space heating and/or 

domestic hot water. The reconstruction actions that has been analyzed are: external wall 

with 200mm light insulation added,  attic with 400mm light insulation added and 

installation of EAWHP. Although the economic survey´s results have shown that the 

external wall reconstruction would not be cost effective, it is analyzed in this part due to 

the fact that it is an action that implies high energy savings in terms of DH.  
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5.3.1.1 CO2 emissions reduced with 400mm attic insulated 

The simulation of adding 400mm light insulation to the attic has shown that energy 

savings in terms of DH for space heating would be obtained. Taking hourly energy 

savings values together with the marginal production of DH, hourly values for CO2 

emissions reduced are obtained. As described in the method part, the cases in which the 

marginal production is for by-pass turbine, the CO2 emissions reduced are due to the 

increase of electricity generation in Johannes. Hence, this CO2 emissions are analyzed  

in the Northern electricity market so the values of CO2 emissions reduced are monthly 

values. Nevertheless, as also has been commented in method part, when Johannes is in 

the margin, electricity generated by CHP plant would decrease. Therefore, this decrease 

in electricity generation should be supplied by other resources in the Northern electricity 

market. This would mean an increase of CO2 emissions. Taking all the above into 

account the results obtained are shown in the following table. 

Table 21: CO2 emissions reduced by 400mm insulation added to the attic 

Months

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

bypass turb. 

(kg)

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

energy 

savings (kg)

Reduction CO2 

due to 

electricity 

generation 

decrease in 

Johaness (kg)

Total reduction 

CO2 emissions 

(kg)

January 14,18 13,13 -24,23 3,08

february 23,48 16,15 -20,07 19,57

March 2,84 11,76 -36,09 -21,48

April 0,69 2,09 -42,81 -40,03

May 0,36 0,99 -21,27 -19,92

June 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

July 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

August 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

September 0,08 0,20 0,00 0,28

October 3,67 2,89 -0,08 6,48

November 8,64 9,43 -4,68 13,40

December 5,87 18,24 -14,07 10,04

Attic

 

As results show the CO2 emissions are reduced are really low. This would be due to the 

fact that CO2  emissions reductions obtained by decreasing heat generation are not high 
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compared with the CO2 emissions increased by decreasing electricity production in 

Johannes. 

5.3.1.2 CO2 emissions reduced with 200mm external wall insulated 

By this reconstruction proposal, as in the previous case, energy demand for space 

heating would decrease so the demand for DH decreases. So, considering all commented 

in the previous case, the results obtained are presented in the table below. 

Table 22: CO2 emissions reduced by 200mm insulation added to the external wall 

Months

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

bypass turb. 

(kg)

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

energy 

savings (kg)

Reduction CO2 

due to 

electricity 

generation 

decrease in 

Johaness (kg)

Total reduction 

CO2 emissions 

(kg)

January 58,56 60,93 -118,28 1,21

february 108,22 74,12 -93,90 88,44

March 14,52 53,05 -161,90 -94,33

April 3,63 10,39 -20,96 -6,94

May 1,40 5,42 -11,80 -4,98

June 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

July 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

August 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

September 0,42 1,23 0,00 1,65

October 17,72 13,62 -0,44 30,90

November 39,26 42,17 -20,44 60,99

December 28,41 84,12 -62,72 49,82

External wall

 

The table show that major reduction of CO2 emissions are obtained from October to 

February. From March to May CO2 emissions would increase as CO2 emissions 

increased due to decrease in electricity generated in Johannes are higher than CO2 

emissions reduced by decreasing heat generation. 

5.3.1.3 CO2 emissions reduced by installing an Exhaust Air Water Heat Pump 

The installation of EAWHP implies, as results from IDA have shown, a reduction in the 

DH demand for domestic hot water but also an increase in electricity demand to run the 

compressor and other devices of the EAWHP. Therefore, in terms of DH generation 
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some CO2 emissions reductions would be obtained. Nevertheless, the increase of 

electricity demand would imply an increase of CO2 emissions related to electricity 

generation. Results obtained are shown in the following table. 

Table 23: CO2 emissions reduced by EAWHP installed 

Months

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

by-pass 

turb. (kg)

Reduction 

CO2 due to 

energy 

savings (kg)

Reduction CO2 

due to increase 

electricity 

demand (kg)

Reduction CO2 

due to electricity 

generation 

decrease in 

Johaness (kg)

Total 

reduction 

CO2 

emissions 

(kg)

January 42,82 54,75 -292,06 -117,29 -311,79

february 85,77 61,34 -271,38 -95,05 -219,32

March 7,31 62,29 -296,93 -193,10 -420,43

April 9,18 16,32 -213,05 -31,04 -218,58

May 0,00 7,03 -205,87 -14,66 -213,49

June 0,00 0,00 -118,03 0,00 -118,03

July 0,00 0,00 -83,31 0,00 -83,31

August 0,00 0,00 -93,66 0,00 -93,66

September 0,39 0,75 -106,82 0,00 -105,68

October 24,70 18,33 -131,97 -0,53 -89,46

November 60,40 49,98 -172,12 -23,32 -85,05

December 23,94 88,03 -149,32 -61,49 -98,84

Exhaust Air Water Heat Pump

 

As can be seen in the table above, the installation of EAWHP results in an increase of 

CO2 emissions.  This is presented in the next charts in which results are shown more 

graphically. 
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Graphic 4: CO2 emissions reduction with EAWHP installed 

5.3.2 Results for electricity 

The results obtained are related to the actions simulated which implies an energy 

savings in terms of electricity.  Therefore, the case studied is the installation of  a PV-

system.  

5.3.2.1 CO2 emission reduce with a PV-system 

Due to the energy saved by the PV-system, CO2 emissions reduced per each kWh of 

energy saved are shown in the next chart. 
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Graphic 5: CO2 emissions reduced by PV-system12 

The graphic shows that the most important reductions are during the first three months, 

although the energy savings are higher during summer months. That is due to the energy 

generation sources used during winter period. As the electricity demand was higher in 

this period, it was necessary to produce more electricity. Thus, the resources that are 

more harmful for the environment were used to generate the electricity. All this is 

shown graphically in the next two charts. 

                                                 

� 12
 Graphics 5 and 6 are based on the values calculated in excel field. Table with the values is in 

the appendices (9.4.1) 
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Graphic 6: Energy saved by 40kWp PV-system and CO2 emissions reduced 

 

Graphic 7: Northern electricity production 201113 

                                                 

13
 Values of electricity generation of each month and the CO2 emissions are in the table in the 

appendices (9.4.2). 
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6. Discussion 

The aim of this project is to analyze energy efficient actions that can be taken in a 

building that is already built. The analysis is done from both energy and economic point 

of view. It is also analyzed how this actions would affect the CO2 emissions of District 

Heating (DH)  and Northern electricity market to study the environmental impact of the 

actions proposed. 

First of all, taking into account results obtained for energy survey, they showed that the 

highest  energy savings in terms of District Heating, for both space heating and domestic 

hot water, would be obtained installing Exhaust Air Water Heat Pump (EAWHP), 

adding 200mm light insulation to the external wall and changing windows for others 

with less U-value of 1.1W/m2,K.  

It should be considered that the energy survey has been done with the climate data of the 

year 2011 which was warmer than a normal year. Therefore, energy savings obtained by 

each reconstruction would be higher than for a normal year (see table 6). The next chart 

shows the energy savings obtained by each reconstruction action proposed for the year 

2011. 

 

Graphic 8: Energy savings for each reconstruction proposal 
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On the other hand, the only action that implies energy savings in terms of electricity 

would be an installation of a PV-system. The energy analysis has been done by the use 

of Winsun program taking the data from Stockholm. Data of Gävle is similar to the data 

of Stockholm and results obtained can be considered useful for the case studied. 

Electrical energy that would be saved by this action is 38016 kWh/year from which 

highest savings would be obtained during summer time. 

Another action, the installation of EAWHP, would have effect on the electricity demand 

but in this case it would imply an increase on the demand. By this way, electricity 

demand would increase 25400 kWh/year. In the next graphic monthly electricity 

produced by PV-system and electricity demanded by EAWHP are shown. 

 

Graphic 9: Electricity produced by 40kWp PV-system Vs electricity demanded by EAWHP 

As the graphic above shows, electricity produced by the PV-system follows a parabolic 

with its maximum in July whereas the electricity demanded by EAWHP is almost 

constant during the year. 

If not only energy is taking into account and also economical point of view is 

considered, results for both cases private building and public building have shown that 

not all rebuilds would be worthy.  
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It should be taking into account that Gävle is a municipality in which District Heating 

price is low so it has an important effect on the economic survey. Due to this low price, 

reconstruction  proposals that imply energy savings in terms of DH do not have 

important effect on the energy costs of the building. The electricity price is twice the DH 

price so actions that imply electricity savings result in considerable cost savings. On the 

other hand, actions that imply an increase in electricity demand also imply an important 

increase on building´s energy costs. 

The economic survey that has been done for the private building case showed that only 

few reconstruction proposals would be cost-effective. Among these proposals are: attic 

with 200mm, 300mm and 400mm light insulation, and PV-system. Others would not be 

cost-effective as life cycle savings would be lower than investment costs. The next 

graphic shows the investment cost and the life cycle savings for each  rebuild. 

 

Graphic 10: Investment cost Vs Life Cycle Savings for each rebuild 

These results make sense due to the low DH price. If these results are compared with 

results obtained with the normal year´s climate and higher DH prices (see table 6) , it is 

seen that energy savings from each reconstruction proposal are higher and that the case 

of insulation external wall with heavy insulation would be cost-effective.  

For the case of installation the PV-system, the economic survey concluded that it would 

be cost-effective. Nevertheless, to maximize the profit of PV-system, the best option 
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would be the one in which all the electricity produced by the system is used to supply 

building´s electricity demand with the least over production . If energy actions for 

reduce electricity demand are not considered, the electricity demanded from the building 

would be around 5000 kWh/month. Therefore, install a PV-system of 40kWp installed 

power would be cost-effective as over production of electricity would be low and during 

a short time. This is shown in the next graphic where all the energy produced by PV-

system that goes over the red line would be fed into the grid. 

 

Graphic 11: Electricity produced by 40kWp PV-system Vs Building´s electricity demand without 

energy efficient actions 

On the other hand, if the electricity produced by the same PV-system is compared with 

the electricity consumption of the building with energy efficient actions, it is concluded 

that the over production would be very high and during a long time (see graphic 12). 

Therefore, the installation of so large PV-system would not be cost-effective as the 

electricity fed into the grid is sold for spot price that is usually low during summer 

period. 
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Graphic 12: Electricity produced by 40kWp PV-system Vs Building´s electricity demand with 

energy efficient actions 

As the graphic above shows, a PV-system of 40kWp installed power would be large  for 

the building in which energy efficient actions in electricity consumption are taken. 

Therefore, the case of installing a PV-system of 20kWp installed power is analyzed. 

Monthly electricity produced by the PV-system is calculated using the data from the 

table 15 but instead of multiplying by 40, doing it by 20.14 Comparing the electricity 

produced with the electricity demanded by the building, it is seen that there is none over 

production.(see graphic 13)  

                                                 

14
 Values for montly electricity produced by PV-system of 20 kWp in the appendices. (9.5) 
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Graphic 13: Electricity produced by 20kWp PV-system Vs Building´s electricity demand with 

energy efficient actions 

Graphic above shows that there would not be over production among the whole year so 

from this point this case would be cost-effective. Indeed, if an economic survey is done, 

it is concluded that it would be as well cost-effective from this point (see table 24). 

Table 24: Economic-survey of 20kWp PV-system installation in a private building 

 

energy 
savings 

(kWh/year)

Reductio
n energy 

usage 
(%/year)

saved 
energy 
form

Investment 
costs (kr)

annual 
savings 
(kr/year), 
today´s 
energy 
price

pay-off 
(years)

life 
length 
(years)

Life 
cycle 

savings 
(kr)

Is this a 
good 

investme
nt?

mainten
ance 
costs 

(kr/year)

NUS

PV -system 20 KWp 20000 7% Electricity           300.000      20.400    15 25 449300 JA 0 22,02316  

Another possible option instead of reducing the power of the PV-system would be the 

installation of a 40kWp PV-system together with the EAWHP to increase load. The 

electricity produced by the PV-system would be used to supply the building electricity 

demand as well as the EAWHP electricity demand. As the graphic below shows (see 

graphic 9), the over production would be low and during a short time. Therefore, from 

this point of view the option would be cost-effective. 
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Graphic 14: Electricity produced by 40kWp PV-system Vs electricity demanded by building and 

EAWHP 

Nevertheless, from the point of the economic-survey for a private building results 

obtained have shown that the option would not be cost-effective.(see table 25) 

 

energy 
savings 

(kWh/year)

Reductio
n energy 

usage 
(%/year)

saved 
energy 
form

Investment 
costs (kr)

annual 
savings 
(kr/year), 
today´s 
energy 
price

pay-off 
(years)

life 
length 
(years)

Life 
cycle 

savings 
(kr)

Is this a 
good 

investme
nt?

mainten
ance 
costs 

(kr/year)

NUS

12553 4% Electricty           600.000           11.700    25 137700 0 22,02316

68751 24%
District 
heating

          300.000             6.300    25 754000 0 22,02316

          900.000    18.000       50 25 891700 NEJ 0

PV-system with 
EAWHP

 

Otherwise, the economic survey for the public building case was done differently so 

results obtained vary compared to previous. In this case only three reconstruction 

proposal were studied and their investment costs are not taken into account. Results 

have shown that among proposals analyzed only two would be economically interesting 

to Gävle Municipality. Those would be adding 200mm light insulation to the external 

wall and adding 400mm to the attic. The next chart shows the results obtained for three 

proposals. 
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Graphic 15: Economic survey of Gävle municipality 

Analysing the results from the environmental study for both DH savings and electricity 

savings, it could be concluded that savings in electricity have more impact on the 

reduction of CO2 emissions than DH savings. The CO2 emissions reduced with each 

rebuild case analyzed are shown in the next graphic. 

 

Graphic 16: CO2 emissions reduced monthly by each reconstruction 

As results have shown and the graphic above shows the major reduction of CO2 

emissions would be obtained by installation of  the PV-system. As commented above, 

savings in electricity imply more reduction in emissions than savings in DH. This make 

sense as heat generation for DH has very low emissions. Indeed, the cases in which 
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Johannes CHP plant is in the marginal production of heat imply an increase in CO2 

emissions due to the need to supply the decrease of electricity generation in the plant by 

electricity from the Northern electricity market. Nevertheless, when in marginal 

production of heat for DH is by-pass turbine of Johannes, energy savings obtained are 

turned in electricity which imply less electricity from the Northern electricity market 

which at the same time means a decrease in CO2 emissions. 

Analysing the graphic above, the installation of a PV-system would carry an important 

reduction on CO2 emissions, especially during summer period. On the other hand, 

insulation of external wall and attic would carry less reductions on emissions and 

emissions increased from March to May. This make sense as during these months 

Johannes is several times in the margin which implies a decrease in electricity generated 

in Johannes which as well carries an increase on CO2 emissions  . The case of installing 

an EAWHP would results in increased CO2 emissions. This would be due to the fact 

that the electricity demand would increase and this, as previously commented, has more 

impact on the environment than the decrease in DH production. 

For both cases commented above to solve the problem with over production of PV-

system, the case of reduce the power installed to 20kWp and the case of installing 

together the 40kWp PV-system and EAWHP, it is concluded that the option of 

installing a 20kWp PV-system would be more environmentally friendly. (See graphic 

17). This make sense as DH produced in Gävle is without fossil fuels, i.e. it is low 

emissions production. 
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Graphic 17: CO2 emissions reduced by each option 

It should be considered that CO2 emissions related to the change in the electricity 

demand were analyzed following the "average electricity production method". If the 

study would be done following the "marginal electricity method" results would vary. 

According to the last method, the plants that are cheapest in operation are primarily used 

and the last production plant in the production mix should be the first plant to close 

when reduced electricity demand because it is the most expensive plant that produces 

electricity.[19] If this method would be followed, the marginal production plant would 

be condensing oil plant followed by condensing coal plant. This two electricity 

production plants are the most polluting among all. So, following this method instead of 

"average electricity production method", the reduction of CO2 emissions per kWh 

electricity saved would be higher.  
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7. Conclusions 

The energy survey of all reconstruction proposals shows that all of them would carry 

energy savings in terms of  DH or electricity depending on the action. The 

reconstruction actions that imply higher energy savings in terms of DH would be: the 

installation of EAWHP with which all DHW demand would be supplied, i.e. annual 

district heating savings of 68751 kWh; external wall with 200mm light insulation which 

would imply annual DH savings of 35627 kWh; change windows for others with  U-

value of 1.1 W/m2,K which would decrease the energy demand with 25626 kWh.  

For energy savings in terms of electricity, the only action that would carry a decrease in 

electricity demand would be the installation of a PV-system. Installing 40kWp PV-

system, 38016 kWh per year would be saved in terms of electricity. 

From the economical point of view few of the above actions would be cost-effective. 

For the private building case only insulation of attic with 200mm, 300mm or 400mm 

and installation of 40kWp PV-system would be cost-effective.  

The installation of 40kWp PV system would be cost-effective if energy efficient actions 

for decreasing the electricity consumption would not be taken on the building. For the 

case in which the building has undertaken these energy efficient actions, this PV-system 

would not be cost-effective as the over production would be high and during a long 

time. 

Between the solutions for the over production, there are the installation of a PV-system 

with 20kWp power installed or combine 40kWp PV-system with EAWHP. The first 

option would lead to none over production and it would be cost-effective from the 

private building economic survey. The second option would end in a low and for short 

time over production as well as in an important decrease on DH demand. However, 

from the private building´s economic survey point, this option would not be cost-

effective. On the other hand, from the environmental point of view, installation of 

20kWp PV-system would be more environmentally friendly as CO2 emissions would be 

reduced more. 
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For  hypothetical public building case, from Gävle Municipality´s economical point of 

view, between the cases analyzed, results have shown that the reconstruction action of 

adding 200mm light insulation to the external wall would carry around 6.600 kr. 

incomes and the option of adding 400mm to the attic around 1.100 kr. However, the 

installation of an EAWHP would end in losses for Gävle Municipality.  

On the other hand, if an environmental effect of each proposal is taken into account, it is 

concluded that the installation of a PV-system would be the action that has more impact 

on the reduction of CO2 emissions. Insulation of the attic and the external wall would 

also carry some reductions on CO2 emissions but also increases on emissions during 

March, April and May.  

Taking all the results into account and considering also that the analysis has been done 

with the climate data of 2011 which was warmer than normal year, it is concluded that 

energy savings would be higher if the analysis would be done with a normal year´s 

climate. Energy savings obtained for the normal year are higher as can be seen in the 

table 6.  

Nevertheless, results obtained could be taken as almost generic. Therefore, the most 

worthy reconstruction proposals would be the installation of a PV-system of 20kWp 

power installed, followed by the attic 400mm insulation. The reconstruction of external 

wall with 200mm heavy insulation could be an interesting action as it was cost-effective 

for the private building in the analysis done with normal year´s climate (see table 6). It 

should be considered that in the investment costs the facade reconstruction costs was not 

taken into account. So if total investment would be consider the reconstruction proposal 

would not be cost-effective. Hence, it would be cost-effective to add this insulation 

when the facade would be refurbish. 

7.2 Suggestions for further work 

Many alternatives for rebuild the building could have been chosen and analyzed in this 

study. Among them, the use of different materials for insulation, different thicknesses... 
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What would also be interesting is to do the analysis of environmental impact of 

electricity savings following the "marginal electricity method". 

Another interesting study would be doing the analysis in other cities with higher DH 

prices and other mix of heat production. 
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9. Appendices 

9.1 Material data of external wall: 

� L/W concrete 

 

Figure 24: Features of L/W concrete 

� Light insulation 

 

Figure 25: Features of light insulation 

� Heavy insulation 

 

Figure 26: features of heavy insulation 
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9.2 PV system installation: 

Roof area = 22.5 * 22.5 = 504m2 

PV-module area = 1 * 1 = 1m2 

PV modules tilt = 40º 

� Each PV row´s occupies = 1/cos40º=1.3m 

Space between rows = 1.5m 

� Amount of rows = 22.5/(1.3+1.5) = 8 rows 

PV module´s power installed = 250 Wp 

� 1KWp power installed = 4 PV-modules connected in series 

� Power installed per row = 22.5/4= 5 KWp/row 

� Total power installed = 5 KWp/row * 8rows = 40 KWp                                                                                                                             

9.3 Winsun program: 

� Simulation parameters 
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Figure 27: Simulation for PV-system of 1KWp 

o Equation used by the program to calculate the output of a PV-system 

  q = ηηηη0b K b(θ)Gb + ηηηη0b K diffuseGd,    

   Kb(θ) = 1-b0(1/cos(θ)-1) för θ ≤ 60  

Where, 

   η0b = Optical efficiency for beam irradiance 

   Kdiffuse= Incidence modifier for diffuse irradiance   

   Gb   = Beam irradiance on the collector  (W/m2) 

   Gd   = Diffuse irradiance on the collector  (W/m2) 
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o Characteristics of PV-system 

• η0b = 1 

• Kdiffuse = 0.9 

• b0 = 0.1 

o Weather-file of Stockholm 

• Latitude 59.2 

9.4 Environmental study 

9.4.1 Energy savings and CO2 emissions reduce with PV-system  

 

Table 26: CO2 emissions reduced by 20kWp PV-system installation 

Jan Feb March April May June July August Sept. Oct Nov Dec.

Electr. Savings (KWh)442,61 953,61 1867,53 2282,21 3087,13 3102,01 2861,97 2607,41 1808,46 964,70 724,45 419,00

Elec. Savings (GWh)0,44261 0,95361 1,86753 2,28221 3,08713 3,10201 2,86197 2,60741 1,80846 0,9647 0,72445 0,419

Save hyd. (GWh)0,20050233 0,44371473 0,77819975 1,07423625 1,52411608 1,84042253 1,64906711 1,59938529 1,16609501 0,60669983 0,4332211 0,2361484

Save nuc. (GWh)0,10215439 0,20922203 0,41477841 0,50048865 0,63810977 0,60768376 0,70232744 0,52982571 0,28718345 0,14923909 0,11605689 0,0763837

Save coal (GWh)0,04514622 0,09831719 0,19254234 0,15176697 0,22042108 0,15013728 0,08013516 0,08578379 0,06022172 0,04071034 0,04114876 0,0199025

Save gas (GWh) 0,04125125 0,09269089 0,18712651 0,19627006 0,23060861 0,14486387 0,10045515 0,10221047 0,07179586 0,038588 0,04324967 0,0211176

Save oil (GWh) 0,00385071 0,00944074 0,01344622 0,01118283 0,01389209 0 0,00801352 0,00756149 0,00578707 0,00356939 0,00318758 0,0017179

Save renew (GWh)0,0497051 0,10012905 0,2304532 0,28573269 0,38126056 0,29096854 0,25872209 0,23492764 0,18735646 0,10910757 0,07548769 0,0538834

Save wind (GWh)0,01664127 0,03146055 0,08330883 0,10432101 0,15414364 0,11304128 0,09978911 0,10240496 0,09259156 0,05600492 0,03162934 0,02730272

Save CO2 emissions (kg)57,4939655 127,086873 248,55203 222,550477 295,636237 194,498003 124,19025 128,258158 90,5002006 55,2085317 56,3192337 27,7816069

Save CO2 emissions (tn)0,05749397 0,12708687 0,24855203 0,22255048 0,29563624 0,194498 0,12419025 0,12825816 0,0905002 0,05520853 0,05631923 0,02778161  

Jan Feb March April May June July August Sept. Oct Nov Dec.

Electr. Savings (KWh) 884,632087 1907,22 3735,05 4564,42 6174,25 6204,02 5723,93 5214,81 3616,92 1929,38 1448,91 837,99

Elec. Savings (GWh) 0,88463209 1,90721755 3,73505405 4,56441723 6,17424891 6,2040249 5,72392737 5,21481262 3,61691719 1,92937748 1,44890967 0,837986544

Save hyd. (GWh) 0,40073834 0,88742833 1,55639702 2,14847119 3,04822669 3,68084798 3,29812695 3,19876606 2,3321882 1,2133855 0,86644798 0,472289216

Save nuc. (GWh) 0,20417309 0,41844353 0,8295555 1,0009767 1,27621725 1,21536848 1,40465178 1,05964992 0,57436645 0,2984747 0,23211533 0,152764947

Save coal (GWh) 0,09023247 0,19663413 0,38508407 0,30353375 0,44084137 0,30027481 0,16026997 0,17156734 0,12044334 0,08141973 0,08229807 0,039804361

Save gas (GWh) 0,08244771 0,18538155 0,37425242 0,39253988 0,46121639 0,28972796 0,20090985 0,20442065 0,14359161 0,0771751 0,08649991 0,042234522

Save oil (GWh) 0,0076963 0,01888145 0,02689239 0,02236564 0,02778412 0 0,016027 0,01512296 0,01157413 0,0071387 0,0063752 0,003435745

Save renew (GWh) 0,09934418 0,20025784 0,46090567 0,57146504 0,76251974 0,58193754 0,51744303 0,46985462 0,37471262 0,21821259 0,15097639 0,10776507

Save wind (GWh) 0,03326043 0,06292101 0,1666174 0,20864189 0,30828673 0,22608273 0,19957778 0,20480963 0,18518298 0,11200852 0,06325911 0,054604561

Save CO2 emissions (kg) 114,911562 254,17342 497,103267 445,100683 591,271412 388,996313 248,379953 256,515953 181,00026 110,415775 112,639219 55,56232161

Save CO2 emissions (tn) 0,11491156 0,25417342 0,49710327 0,44510068 0,59127141 0,38899631 0,24837995 0,25651595 0,18100026 0,11041577 0,11263922 0,055562322

Save CO2 g/KWh 129,897575 133,269233 133,091318 97,5153368 95,7641037 62,7006369 43,3932746 49,1898697 50,0426886 57,228705 77,7406774 66,30455106

New CO2 emissions (tn) 4841,65229 4637,62373 4541,10145 2744,3299 2574,58013 1648,58445 1143,59287 1334,28203 1408,0508 1826,60433 2584,77451 2440,982288

Real CO2 emissions (tn) 4841,7672 4637,8779 4541,59855 2744,775 2575,1714 1648,97345 1143,84125 1334,53855 1408,2318 1826,71475 2584,88715 2441,03785

Table 25: CO2 emissions reduced by 40kWp PV-system installation 
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9.4.2 Northern electricity generation and CO2 emissions  

Table 27: Northern Electricity Market generation and CO2 emissions  

MONTH COUNTRY prod_hy(GWh)prod_tn(GWh)Prod.fos.coal(GWh)Prod.fos.gas(GWh)Prod.fod.oil(GWh)Prod.renw.(GWh)Prod.wind (GWh) Total CO2 emissions (Tn eq)

JANUARY Sweden 5466 6571 150 460 117 1841 465

Norway 10506 0 0 608 0 139 139

Finland 915 2036 1821 1338 54 1221 36

Denmark 2 0 1831,2 1068,2 152,6 987 762

TOTAL 16889 8607 3802,2 3474,2 323,6 4188 1402

percentage(%) 45,30 23,08 10,20 9,32 0,87 11,23 33,48

g CO2 eq. 76000500,00 30124500,00 2885869800,00 1646770800,00 184775600,00 18226000,00 4841,7672

February Sweden 5460,00 5828 141 503 144 1688 496

Norway 9831 0 0 578 0 106 106

Finland 896 1804 1633 1243 49 1116 29

Denmark 2 0 1814,4 1058,4 151,2 744 517

TOTAL 16189,00 7632 3588,4 3382,4 344,2 3654 1148

percentage(%) 46,53 21,94 10,31 9,72 0,99 10,50 31,42

g CO2 eq. 72850500,00 26712000,00 2723595600,00 1603257600,00 196538200,00 14924000,00 4637,8779

March Sweden 4107 6475 153 533 51 1903 629

Norway 9328 0 0 629 0 151 151

Finland 772 2032 1627 1243 49 1239 63

Denmark 3 0 1735,8 1012,55 144,65 914 678

TOTAL 14210,00 8507,00 3515,80 3417,55 244,65 4207,00 1521,00

percentage(%) 41,67 22,21 10,31 10,02 0,72 12,34 36,15

g CO2 eq. 63945000,00 29774500,00 2668492200,00 1619918700,00 139695150,00 19773000,00 4541,59855

April Sweden 4523 4972 62 273 12 1437 414

Norway 7706 0 0 530 0 109 109

Finland 1013 1971 704 972 33 1038 34

Denmark 1 0 1104 644 92 938 729

TOTAL 13243,00 6943,00 1870,00 2419,00 137,00 3522,00 1286,00

percentage(%) 47,07 21,93 6,65 8,60 0,49 12,52 36,51

g CO2 eq. 59593500,00 24300500,00 1419330000,00 1146606000,00 78227000,00 16718000,00 2744,775

May Sweden 4231 4861 27 238 10 1321 447

Norway 8036 0 0 428 0 71 71

Finland 1003 1381 971 805 33 973 40

Denmark 1 0 920,4 536,9 76,7 954 784

TOTAL 13271,00 6242,00 1918,40 2007,90 119,70 3319,00 1342,00

percentage(%) 49,37 20,67 7,14 7,47 0,45 12,35 40,43

g CO2 eq. 59719500,00 21847000,00 1456065600,00 951744600,00 68348700,00 17446000,00 2575,1714

June Sweden 5167 3747 0 23 7 989 341

Norway 8929 0 0 277 0 55 55

Finland 997 1703 428 419 20 662 29

Denmark 1 0 802,2 467,95 66,85 680 502

TOTAL 15094,00 5450,00 1230,20 1186,95 93,85 2386,00 927,00

percentage(%) 59,33 19,59 4,84 4,67 0,37 9,38 38,85

g CO2 eq. 67923000,00 19075000,00 933721800,00 562614300,00 53588350,00 12051000,00 1648,97345

July Sweden 4077 5061 5 2 8 876 288

Norway 10156 0 0 265 0 50 50

Finland 931 1981 147 316 16 726 20

Denmark 1 0 585 341,25 48,75 728 560

TOTAL 15165,00 7042,00 737,00 924,25 72,75 2380,00 918,00

percentage(%) 57,62 24,54 2,80 3,51 0,28 9,04 38,57

g CO2 eq. 68242500,00 24647000,00 559383000,00 438094500,00 41540250,00 11934000,00 1143,84125

August Sweden 5630 4305 5 2 8 872 344

Norway 10076 0 0 310 0 41 41

Finland 921 1700 255 382 17 708 26

Denmark 1 0 631,8 368,55 52,65 820 653

TOTAL 16628,00 6005,00 891,80 1062,55 77,65 2441,00 1064,00

percentage(%) 61,34 20,32 3,29 3,92 0,29 9,01 43,59

g CO2 eq. 74826000,00 21017500,00 676876200,00 503648700,00 44338150,00 13832000,00 1334,53855

September Sweden 7210 3314 3 41 20 1181 552

Norway 9991 0 0 261 0 109 109

Finland 905 1607 310 450 19 721 42

Denmark 2 0 622,8 363,3 51,9 899 735

TOTAL 18108,00 4921,00 935,80 1115,30 90,90 2910,00 1438,00

percentage(%) 64,48 15,88 3,33 3,97 0,32 10,36 49,42

g CO2 eq. 81486000,00 17223500,00 710272200,00 528652200,00 51903900,00 18694000,00 1408,2318

October Sweden 7061 3468 46 35 22 1499 669

Norway 11672 0 0 275 0 154 154

Finland 1328 2025 474 484 28 778 52

Denmark 2 0 825 481,25 68,75 1177 977

TOTAL 20063,00 5493,00 1345,00 1275,25 118,75 3608,00 1852,00

percentage(%) 62,89 15,47 4,22 4,00 0,37 11,31 51,33

g CO2 eq. 90283500,00 19225500,00 1020855000,00 604468500,00 67806250,00 24076000,00 1826,71475

November Sweden 6040 3902 87 276 17 1536 544

Norway 12597 0 0 309 0 128 128

Finland 1239 1978 642 723 34 862 50

Denmark 1 0 1157,4 675,15 96,45 939 730

TOTAL 19877,00 5880,00 1886,40 1983,15 147,45 3465,00 1452,00

percentage(%) 59,80 16,02 5,68 5,97 0,44 10,42 41,90

g CO2 eq. 89446500,00 20580000,00 1431777600,00 940013100,00 84193950,00 18876000,00 2584,88715

December Sweden 6811 5519 90 227 30 2113 881

Norway 12555 0 0 306 0 144 144

Finland 1359 2048 601 703 32 945 61  
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9.5 20kWp PV-system´s electricity production 

Table 28: Monthly electricity produced by 20kWp PV-system 

MONTHLY 

Elec. Prodct. 

20KWp Pv-system 

with conversion 

losses (KWh)

January 398,08

February 858,25

March 1680,77

April 2053,99

May 2778,41

June 2791,81

July 2575,77

August 2346,67

September 1627,61

October 868,22

November 652,01

December 377,09

Annual 19008,69  

 


